
First  Annual  Staff-Student
Cup

The School, its Societies and students organise regular events
and this was the inaugural event in the Staff-Student Cup
(which  is  a  shield,  it’s  a  long  story).  Senior  Student
Ambassador Francesca was there!

This semester the School of History, Classics and Archaeology
(HCA) is launching an annual Staff-Student Cup. This is a
series  of  three  challenges,  pitting  academics  against
students. Last night was our first event: a quiz, held at the
Villager pub. With over 50 people, and nine teams, we had a
great turnout.

We started out with an anagram challenge on the theme of
buildings around George Square campus while people chatted,
bought  their  snacks  and  drinks  and  found  a  seat.  Anagram
solutions included the Old Medical School (home to HCA), the
Playfair  Library  (the  beautiful  library  at  Old  College),
Potterrow  and  Teviot  (where  most  of  the  Student  Union
activities  take  place)  and  Buccleuch  Street  (pronounced
Bukloo).

The first two rounds were on general knowledge and films.
Questions included: Where was the 1966 World Cup final held?
Who played Don Corleone in ‘The Godfather’? Then we got on to
the third round – a little more competitive – on trivia about
the city of Edinburgh. We had to answer questions on the name
of  the  fire  festival  held  each  spring  (the  Beltane  Fire
Festival), the population of the city (the 7th most populous
in the UK), famous writers (Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of
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detective Sherlock Holmes), the Edinburgh Capitals (an ice
hockey team) and where you would find works of art by Eduardo
Paolozzi (the National Museum of Scotland).

The final round – on History, Classics and Archaeology trivia
– was the most interesting, especially as it pitted students
against experts in their fields. Some questions weren’t too
difficult: What British city was called Acquae Sulis by the
Romans? Bath! What is the name of the School of HCA’s quad?
The Elsie Inglis Quad! But some were fiendishly difficult,
even for specialists. We were quizzed on the name of the only
British Prime Minister to be assassinated (Spencer Perceval),
what US President Benjamin Harrison installed in the White
House but was too afraid to use (electricity), and the names
and order of Henry VIII’s six wives (my team failed this
question, so you’ll have to Google it). Then came the two
bonus  questions.  When  was  the  Old  Medical  School  –  our
building  –  completed?  1886.  And  when  was  the  University
founded? 1582.

The  quiz  master  disappeared  to  count  the  scores  and  the
results were revealed… in first place… ‘The 7 Sisters’ – the
staff team!

Francesca Morphakis


